
Worship Committee, September 18, 2020 

Present: John Sampson, Lorraine Duvall, Susie Allen, Bernie Webb, Linda Bogardus, Erica Swift, Ellen DuBois, Anne Hurd 

As promised, we opened today’s meeting with a discussion of the intersection of the Creation Justice and Worship 

committees. Specifically, we looked at the Sanctuary Inventory subcommittee’s report, which Lorraine had sent to the 

Worship Committee and which is attached to these minutes. Lorraine thanked Martha for pulling the report together. 

The discussion began with the report’s #9, concerning printed bulletins. Opinions ran the gamut from a no-bulletin, 

worship-led service, to a “barely” bulletin, to a full bulletin with the ability to take it home. There was strong agreement 

that there be no projector screen in front of the church. It was suggested that we use less paper. John explained that the 

paper we use is one legal-size sheet that is folded in half. He said that if we used smaller paper, the required smaller font 

might be too difficult to read, and one sheet would still be used. We could print fewer copies and, as they enter, ask 

people if they need one rather than just giving them one. Another idea was to include the bulletin in the weekly emails 

so that people could print it out at home. This may double the church’s work, though, because of the different formats.  

The images in the bulletin are hugely important and used as a visual meditation on the message. A lot of the music we 

sing does not come out of our hymnal. Many times our Black hymnal cannot say what we want to say. For example, the 

sentiment in the worship on September 20th was not in it. When families plan a memorial service, to bring them 

comfort they ask for a specific hymn that has specific lyrics and music they know. We need the flexibility of having other 

sources. The Unitarian Universalist hymnal is one of the hymn collections that most closely reflects the beliefs of the 

Congregation. 

Lorraine told us that the Creation Justice Task Force designed a questionnaire to allow more engagement by inviting 

others to share their view of what “creation justice” means. She hopes that many will fill it out. John is hoping that we 

imagine different kinds of worship and can change what we do to broaden our spiritual experience. Forest bathing and 

silent canoeing have been two opportunities to be in nature, that is, God’s creation.  

John met with Rob to go over the changes that we have been making in the service. Rob was open to all of them, but he 

wanted to talk with Lynn to get his blessing. The offertory had a big choir piece when we were in the church building and 

the plate was being passed. But this does not work on Zoom. With no plate being passed, John has been asking us in the 

offertory time to imagine how we can live our faith of love and compassion by doing service to others. He would like to 

substitute the plate filling and music with a three-minute “mission moment” in which a congregant would share what he 

or she is offering personally beyond the walls of the church. Karen Glass and Merle Tanis, who find readers for the 

service, will be asked to reach out to find these volunteers as well. 

John would like only one communal response each service, having alternating weeks between the prayer of dedication 

and the doxology. And he asked Rob if he could find a more upbeat doxology.  

Rob had been thinking of moving the anthem later in the service: he feels that the music is too heavy at the front end, 

and moving the anthem would achieve more balance. He also suggested having two hymns rather than three or two 

verses rather than three. Rob is planning now for the four weeks of Advent. Henri wants the pageant again to be the 

fourth Sunday. Rob would like to do music with associated images the third Sunday. Thoughts and ideas are welcome. 

The service’s images as we are “going” into the church have been revamped. Likewise at the end of the service the 

mural from the Van Santvoord room replaces the painting. The image’s panning out is meant to represent our going out 

into the wider world. The final image now gives the link to donate.  

John said that in terms of preparing for Christmas this year, he wants to have a “hanging of the greens” event. The holly, 

cedar, wreathes, and Christmas trees have religious significance. During Advent he wants to have created some videos 

to prep us for the deeper meaning of these.  

 

Next meeting: October 16, 2020        Submitted by Linda Bogardus 



Creation Justice: Sanctuary Observances 
created by Martha Gallagher on 8.3.20 

 

 

1. Lights outside front doors - do they use energy efficient bulbs? 

 

2. Doors - There are fairly sizable gaps around outer doors and inner doors, both  

 front and to VS room.  

 

3. Chandeliers - Do they use energy efficient bulbs? 

 

4. All lights in Sanctuary - do they use energy efficient bulbs? 

 

5. Ceiling fan - Is this the best way to move air? 

 

6. Alter candles - they appear to be paraffin. Change to local beeswax or soy? 

 

7. Is the furnace energy efficient? 

 

8. Heating vents in the floors - are they the best way to deliver and distribute heat? 

 

9. Printed bulletins vs digital/electronic devices - both have pros and cons.  

 

10. De-Icing Materials - used in Winter on front walk and steps - are they eco-  

 friendly? 

 

11. Cleaning products  


